By FANCY SCHMANSY p, 4, 1:52.1f. BT 1:51.2h-'02 ($231,864), Sire of 7 in 1:55 - 18 in 2:00 including IM ON A TERROR p, 2, 2:01.4h, 3, 1:54.4f-'18, BT 1:53.3f-$18 ($109,992); DREAM CHASIN p, 2, 1:58.1f, 3, 1:53.3f-$18 ($101,953); FANCY LITTLE GIRL p, 2, 1:58.3f, 3, 1:57.1f, 1:55.0f-'18, BT 1:54.0f-'17 ($93,541); TRINITYSFANCYFILLY p, 2, 2:00.0f, 3, 1:56.2f, 4, 1:56.1f-’20, BT 1:55.0f-’20 ($79,231) etc.

1st dam

ALLAMERICAN REDHOT p, 3, 1:56.2f-’09, BT 1:53.1f-’10 ($73,796) 10 wins, by LIFE SIGN p, 3, 1:50.3f, BT 1:50.1-’93. From 4 foals, dam of a two-year-old of 2021, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:57 including -

TIYAGA (g, Fancy Schmansy) p, 2, 2:01.2f, 3, 1:55.2f-’19, BT 1:54.1-’20 ($36,233) 6 wins. At 2, third in MN Sired S. div at Running Aces Harness Park. At 3, second in MN Sired S. div at Running Aces Harness Park.


2nd dam

REDHOT PEPPERPOP p, 3, 1:56.2-’02, BT 1:55.3-’02 ($28,101) 1 win, by COLE MUFFLER p, 3, 1:53.3f, BT 1:52.1f-’92. From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners (1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 5 in 1:57 including -

WESTERN REDHOT (g, Western Ideal) p, 2, 1:53.4f, 1:50.3-’21 ($223,612) 21 wins. At 2, winner of PA Stallion Series div; third in American National S. 

SPORTY REDHOT (g, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:55.1, 3, 1:51.1, 1:51.4f-’19, BT 1:50.4s-$18 ($197,741) 23 wins. At 2, winner of ICF-Incredible Finale Series Finale s. ICF S-Incredible Finale Series Finale s. (4 times); second in ICF S. div. At 3, winner of ICF S. div, Robert Carey Memorial leg; second in Cardinal S. leg; third in The Bob Larry leg and final.

PURE SMOKE (g, The Panderosa) p, 2, 1:52.5, 4, 1:54.3h-’13, BT 1:52.2-’12 ($90,629) 18 wins. At 2, third in Review S. div. 

ALLAMERICAN REDHOT (m, Life Sign) p, 3, 1:56.2-’09, BT 1:53.1f-’10 ($73,796) 10 wins. As Above.

JALAPENO (g, Real Desire) p, 3, 1:58.0f, 4, 1:56.2h-’14, BT 1:53.1f-’13 ($39,653) 6 wins.

3rd dam

FOX VALLEY REDHOT p, 2, 1:54.2 ($257,038) 10 wins, by ARM BRO WOLF p, 3, 1:54.1. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. elim and final, Orange & Blue S., Violet S. At 3, winner of Grandma Ann S. elim; second in Grandma Ann S. final and final. From 10 foals, dam of 10 winners (1 in 1:51, 4 in 1:53, 7 in 1:55, 8 in 1:57 including -

HOT CHILLI P EPPER (g, Cole Muffler) p, 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:51.1-’97, BT 1:50.3-$99 ($476,214) 32 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div (twice) and final; third in Orange & Blue S. elim. At 3, winner of Dudley Hanover S. leg, IL Fair S. div (twice), Langley Memorial elim, Silky Stallone S.; second in Cardinal S. elim, Langley Memorial final, Rambling Willie S., Winter Time S. elim; third in ISOB A S., Maywood Pace. As aged, third in Presidential Series final.

ITHINKISOMEBODY (g, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:55.2h, 3, 1:52.1, 1:50.0-’08 ($348,212) 20 wins. At 3, winner of Cardinal Series elim, Taser Gun S. elim and final; second in Enemy At The Gate Series cons, ISOB A S., Maywood Pace final; third in Cardinal Series final, IL Fair S. div; Sportsmaster S. div. At 4, second in Exit 16 W Series final, Haston Memorial; third in Exit 16 W Series leg, Jimmys Pilot Series leg, Rambling Willie S.

R H POSITIVE (g, Cole Muffler) p, 2, 1:58.2, 3, 1:52.4-’00, BT 1:51.1-’00 ($182,322) 18 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div; second in Ideal Society Series leg (twice). At 3, second in IL Fair S. final, Midwest Pacing Derby elim and final; third in Dudley Hanover S., Langley Memorial elim.

REDHOT CHILLI DOG (g, Cole Muffler) p, 2, 1:53.3, 3, 1:53.1-’01, BT 1:51.3-’01 ($178,796) 24 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. cons; second in Cardinal S. final, IL Fair S. div, Orange & Blue S. cons; third in Cardinal S. elim, Jimmy Sunshine S. cons, Robb Ranger S. leg, Sarah Myers S. elim and final. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div; third in Cardinal Series, 4, second in Associates Series. As aged, winner of Roy Massie Memorial leg (3 times); third in Roy Massie Memorial final.

R ROAN RANGER (g, Broadway Express) p, 2, 1:55.0, 3, 1:53.4, 4, 1:53.1f-’00, BT 1:53.0-99 ($131,044) 15 wins. At 2, winner of ISOB A S. div; second in Saluki Pacing Series leg; third in Orange & Blue S. elim. At 3, winner of ISOB A S. div; second in Dudley Hanover S. leg; third in Vandyascular Memorial.

RED TO RICH ESS (m, Richess Hanover) p, 2, Q2.03.4, 3, 1:57.2-’06, BT 1:55.4-’06 ($11,535) 1 win. At 3, third in Filly Newcomer Series leg. Grandam of HART TO HEART p, 2, 1:53.3, 4, 1:52.0-’19 ($66,448); HARTS HEART p, 2, 1:55.3, 3, 1:54.4-’21, BT 1:52.2-’21 ($63,804) etc.